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To understand American glassmaking history it is necessary to study the 
economic framework into which it fits. An important part of that picture, the 
importation of glass into America during the period 1780 to 1820, will be 
summarized here. The period was chosen for its importance to the American glass
making industry which was then in its infancy. 

Although some writers have stated that little European glass was imported 
into the United States during this period, it is apparent that this attitude is 
incorrect. Glass was imported in considerable quantity from many different manu
facturing areas of Europe, although its production in America was generally 
increasing. American manufacturers were often strongly, sometimes disastrously, 
affected by imported wares . I intend to concentrate on the importation of g lass 
into two American ports : Baltimore and Philadelphia. Although data for other 
p.o~ts ar~ incomplete, it appears probable that the patterns evident in these two 
CIties wIll serve as valid indicators for the trade in other metropolitan areas . 

Baltimore, located on the Chesapeake Bay, and Philadelphia, situated on 
~he navigable Delaware River, at the south-east corner of Pennsylvania, were 
Important ports in the American trade. Through these locations, merchants 
exported large quantities of processed goods and raw materials, including wheat, 
flour, and tobacco. In turn, they imported European products . As the importance 
?f these two cities grow as staging areas for the inland migration, their populations 
Inc~eased. Philadelphia, with its suburban area, was the most populous metro
polttan . area in the American colonies in the eighteenth century. By 1820, its 
~?u1atlOn reached nearly 140,000. In comparison, the population of Baltimore 
N s nearly 65,000 in 1820, an increase of nearly 400 per cent in forty years. 

ew York City, with a population of nearly 125,000 in 1820, surpassed the 
central urban population of Philadelphia but not that of its total metropolitan 
~rea. The port of New York however became the most important in America 
In th " e early nineteenth century. 
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The pressure exerted by imported goods on American manufacturers seems 
not to have bothered otherwise patriotic American merchants. They appear to 
have purchased imported or home-produced wares with little consideration beyond 
price and quality; few seem to have exclusively patronized American manu
facturers. To a certain extent, this attitude stems from the inability of American 
manufacturers to satisfactorily produce certain types of wares or to produce them 
in sufficient quantity to supply the rapidly growing market. At the same time 
the prevalent attitude was held that anything imported was better than anything 
manufactured in America. Glass manufacturers, such as John Frederick Amelung , 
constantly complained about the lack of public encouragement given to American 
manufacturers. 

The merchants who sold glass usually offered a wide range of goods. Few 
chose or could afford to specialize in the sale of glass. They operated largely 
independantly of each other, within a loose wholesale-retail framework. The 
more prosperous ones established branch offices in many major cities in the 
United States; a few operated outlets in Europe. Most firms relied upon European 
merchants or factors to handle the buying and selling of merchandise overseas. 
A few dispatched partners to Europe to manage their corporate interests . 

In placing orders, the most valuable mercantile contact was the European
based partner. He intimately understood the market for which he bought, and 
also had the additional incentive of a financial interest in the commercial success 
of his firm. Organizations possessing such contacts frequently advertised the fact, 
clearly demonstrating their advantage over other firms. 

A few merchants established direct contact with manufacturers in Europe. 
Because few merchants specialized in glass, such arrangements were rare. Most 
were involved in buying a wide range of goods and were also dependant upon 
the sale of American commodities on the European market. A factor was usually 
relied upon in such cases. 

There seems to have been little specialization by merchants in the products 
of single manufacturing areas. Some dealers ordered glassware simultaneously 
from several different European sources. The most important considerations seem 
always to have been the cost of the items and the availability of liberal credit terms. 

Orders placed with European merchants are not, at present, known in suff i
cient quantity to ascertain the detail of typical requests for glassware. On the 
basis of those located to date, an order usually specified only the size and type 
of object desired and, sometimes, the price the merchant was willing to p~y. 
He must, therefore, have relied heavily upon his European-based factor to provld.e 
wares which were up-to-date and would suit his market. An order by the BaltI
more firm of Wessels and Primavesi, placed with Ignatz Krause of Steinschonau, 
may have been ' typical : 
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10 Cases Tumblers, half pint, let them be assorted of flow [ ere}" & 
plain & packed carefully in cases of about 80 dozen each, when 
the Cases are large the Breakage is inconceivable[.} 

5 do of Tumblers . t d b 
' pll1, assorte as a ove in Cases of about 40 to 

45 dozen each 

3 do of Tumblers, Quart[,] all plain of about 30 dozen in each Case 

50 Flask Cases, Quart bottles, common[,] and cork Stoppers. . 

20 do large and small bottles, a little Gilt[,] & Glass Stoppers[.] 

1 Case cont[a!nin]g about 300 Gross of Glassbeads of differ t S. 
& all plall1, black and white. en Izes 

1 Case of Rubinen [ruby-colored] ~ Assorted Nos Same as you usual-
1 do of Granat [garnet-colored] Iy send Jacob Sperry & Co e). 

The survival from this period of a few catal '11 . 
indicates that something more than written ogues. I ustratll1g glass wares 

h t d f' commUl1lCatlOns were available to 
merc an s an actors. It IS not known how freque tl '11 t ' f 

t t b n y I us ratIOns 0 glass were 
s~n 0 custorr:ers y merchants or manufacturers' their infr . 
time and theIr rarity, today, indicate that th ' ebqublent mentIon at the 

ey were pro a y never common. 

with ~wfon~t~~f:r~ ' 01a~:~e::~:~ t~e ;e~l\ ~~~et~:~d centug' ;.ave. survived 
they prove that such catalogues were at least ~esent' on ar ll1er s Island, 
contain colored drawings with prices of glass lfght" dIn Amencda. The books 
They are th I I' , ll1g eVlces an table wares 

chandeliers :n~n [a~~:~a~~~e:n~noi~na~~i~7~n au~:~rl ~hi~h il~ustratef elaborate glas~ 
molded gilded did' ,al e rawll1gs 0 cut, engraved 
not kn;wn. It [s ~~ou~~~~~ee'l1 w~re:: The ori1inal source of these catalogues i~ 
manufacturer I us ra IOns are 0 glassware available from a single 

~o~e b~~nt::s~~~~J~:::;~tin~~~b:t~it~c~~:r n:~e ~:J~h~~e:esIO~:~~~f~~r ~~~~rr;::~ 
the Library of The Henr an~ partIcular manufa~turer. (These catalogues, now in 
be cited as the «Gardinfr.s ~afCJ~ dGu

I 
PonCt Wll1terthur Museum, will hereafter 

s an ass atalogues ».) 

The shipment of glassware wa . d h 
so in the United St t d ' . s expensIve an azardous. It was especially 
Report, written in l~~~ tnn~ t~IS penod. A United States Senate Committee 
to America was .' oun t at the cost of shIpping a cargo from Europe 
land (2) In dd eqUIvalent to moving the same weight only thirty miles over 
breakag~ On a ~tlOn, the extended handling of crates often led to excessive 
shipment e uropean merchant offered an excuse for the damage to a 

--script (1) Wb essels and Prima vesi Papers (1796 18 ) . . 
num er 1010' und t d I - 09 , Maryland HistOrIcal Society manu-
(2) , a e etter. ' 

Ra /lme"ican State Pap . . 
W~~~s TAYLOR, The T,.anJPo"~:~io·· ~1Jc1IaneouJ, II (1834) , p. 287; quoted in George 

on, 1966) , pp. 132-1 33. n evo ut/on, 1815-60 (New York: Halt, Rinehart and 
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you may rest assured that these goods have been laid in with the greatest 
attention, and at the lowest prices possible and trust they will meet your 
approbation, and come to a profitable market, that some of the tumblers, 
and other goods p r diana were broke and in bad condition, was not 
owing to the packing here, but to the Stranding of that Vessel, when 
here Cargo was again discharged in lighters , were I suppose they 
handeled the goods ruffly. I have given particular orders to have these 
carefully put up, and trust you will find them so Co). 

American merchants often complained about damaged shipments and about 
carelessly-filled orders. To overcome these apparently inescapable losses, profit 
margins were maintained at ligh levels. The profit on glassware must have been 
especially good, to judge by a note sent to a merchant in Bristol, England : 

The articles pewter[,} Glass and flannell which you say cannot be 
procured will be to us a great disappointment[;} those are articles on 
which we have the best profits ( 4). 

Glass was imported in considerable quantity, reflective of the market require
ments. Some of the most useful information about the rate om importation may 
be drawn from contemporary newspaper advertisements . Advertisements frequen tly 
proclaimed the arrival of the latest shipments from Europe. Not all cargoes were 
advertised, but the total number of advertisements appearing in a single years 
seems to be a relatively accurate indicator of the activities of importers . Table I 
lists the total number of advertisements in two Baltimore newspapers during the 
years 1780 to 1797 and 1799 to 1820. It should be noted that the data are 
incomplete because some numbers were missing; the lapses are indicated. The 
second column from the right indicates the total number of advertisements of 
imported glass, regardless or origin. The columns to its left give the number 
of advertisements of glassware imported from specifically named countries or 
areas. The column at the left, labeled «No Designation », represents advertise
ments in which only the word «imported» was used, and where the shipments 
could not otherwise be identified. It will be noted that the number of adver tise
ments from unidentified sources often accounts for more than half of the total. 
It can be shown, however, that the relative ranking of the countries would change 
little in each if all were identified. Port of Entry record books, the most complete 
documents of shipping, confirm the relat ive rankings shown by these data. 
Unfortunately, port books do not exist in sufficient quantity to be useful in deter
mining long-range variations in trading. They do, however, point out the immense 
amount of coastwise trade conducted during this period. 

(3) Wessels and Primavesi Papers (1796-1 809) , letter dated D ecember 3-19, 180 3. 

(4) Smith Letter Books (1 774-1821) , Maryland Historical Society, manuscript number 
11522, vo lume I, p. 64. 
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The vanatlOn.s in th.e number of advertise~ents and, thus, the shipment~ 
of glassware are lllustratlve of many factors which governed the international 
trade in glass. These rises and declines in advertising may be demonstrated to 
directly correlate with periods of international conflict, changes in the economic 
climate in the U l11ted States and Europe, variations in the tariff level and so 
forth . The indivi~ual changes wi~l not be explained here; it will, perhap~, suffice 
to note and expla111 the three major periods of activity, peaking in the years 1785, 
1807, and 1817 (5). 

. It wi.ll be noted that the number of adve~tisements of glassware rapidly 
1l1creased 111 1783, the year the Amencan RevolutIOnary War ended. The decline 
following the peak in 1785, .n:ay be attributed to the post-war economic depressio~ 
and to the .slowness of stabllIzatlOn of the Federal Government and its currency. 
Although figures are .not aval.lable or are incomplete for the late 1790's, it may 
be assumed that the ImportatIOn of glass generally increased, concurrent with a 
rising rate of importation of other goods (6) . 

The decl.ine in .advertising after 1807 reflects a trade embargo imposed in 
that year. ThiS reactIOn was taken to counteract increased hostilities On the seas. 
The emb~rgo prohibited all America~ ships from leaving for any European ports 
and requued the bond111g of all ships engaged in the coastwise trade. Business 
stagnated and the prices of American-produced commodities, unable to reach 
E~ropean markets, fell precipitously. The Non-Importation Act of 1809 modified 
thIS embargo and re-opened trade with the continent of Europe but excluded 
trade with .France and England. In 1810, the Act was superseded ' and trade was 
allowed With all European countries . Simultaneously, the number of advertise
ments rose, reflecting increased trade. 

Renewed hostilities between England and the United States eventually led 
to the :Var of 1812. This resulted in the re-imposition of the trade embargo by 
the Ul11ted S.tates. At the same time, sea-going trade was ended by a blockade 
of the AmerICan coast by the English Royal Navy. The effect of this blockade 
On the trade 111 glass is evident . 

Th After .the end of the War, in 1814, trade with Europe was rapidly revived. 
e peak 111 trade was reached in 1816, after which another severe depression 

r~cked the country. It is interesting to note, therefore, that the peak in the number 
~ advertisements of glass did not occur until 1817 when other importations had 

rapped . It is not known if this disparity was a~tually caused by an increased 

(5) A more d t '1 d d' . f . . 
Baltimo GI e al e ISCUSSlOn 0 the vanatlOns may be found in the author's « The 

re ass Trade, 1780 to 1820 », IVin/e"thu,' Po,·/folio V (1969) pp 15-48 
( 6) Th ' , . . 

fluctuates . e gross va lue of all imports into the United States recorded from 1790, 
In patterns s" 1 t h ' b . ' official v I f Iml ar 0 t ose In the num er of advertIsements of glassware. The 

10 the U
a 

ued 
0 S gross imports into the United States may be found in Historical Abstracts 

CommercenIt~961)tates, Colonial Times to 1957 (Washington, D .e. : U.S. Department of 
, , p. 253. 
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TABLE 1. Yearly variations In the number of advertisements of imported and American glassware In Baltimore newspapers 

\ 

SOURCEiII""'Of SHIPMENT I 
\ \ \ \ 

~-

I 
I I I I Year * No desig- England Europe France Germany Holland Ireland I Russia Trieste Total America 

nation 
il I - 3 

1780 3 
1782 1 

1 

1 5 1 1 1 1 1 11 

1783 
1784 0 8 3 

1 12 

6 6 
1 1 14 

1785 
1786 5 1 

2 8 

2 
1 3 

1787 
1788 2 1 

3 1 

1789 3 3 
6 1 

1790 3 3 
6 

1791 2 

2 

1 1 

1792 5 I 1 
I 

7 1 

1793 3 2 
6 

3 

1794 0 
3 

1795 0 1 
1 

1799 5 2 
5 

1800 1 . 2 
1 

6 

6 1 1 
1 9 

1801 
1802 1 

1 
2 1 

5 2 1 

1804 t 5 1 
13 

1805 6 4 1 2 
12 

3 1 

1806 10 4 3 1 
1 21 

1807 12 1 1 
2 20 

1 

1808 7 1 1 1 
9 

1809 4 6 
6 

1810 3 3 
12 

1811 5 5 1 
10 

5 1 
1 7 

1812 
1 

1 

1 3 2 

1813 
1814 1 1 1 

1 2 

1815 2 3 3 1 7 1 

1 

L 
1 

1816 20 8 9 2 
37 2 

2 
1817 23 10 2 2 

48 

1818 16 5 1 
1 25 
1 

1 

1819 15 2 1 
20 

1 
1820 17 3 

23 2 

d 1803 
. f d f - 1781- newspapers for the years 1796, 1797, an 8 

" No advertisements were oun or , bl- h d - the year 179 -
were unavailable; of the newspapers checked , none were pu IS e 10 

t The files for this year were incomplete-
239 
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number of shipments, received a year after the order was placed, or if the 
advertisements reflect the panic of some dealers who attempted to secure a larger 
share of the remaining market activity. 

The imposition of duties on imported g lass tended to increase its sale price, 
but seems to have had little effect on the importation rate. The first tariff act 
was passed in 1789. It levied a ten per cent tax on imported glass. The tax was 
gradually increased until, in 1794, it reached a rate of twenty per cent. The 
maximum rate was reached during the War of 1812, when it was forty-five per 
cent. After the War, in 1816, the duty was decreased to twenty per cent. 

The extent of trade with Continental Europe, in comparison with that with 
England, may also be judged from the Table. Although England was the source 
most frequently mentioned in advertisements in this period, its position of leader
ship was callenged by shipments from Germany as early 'as 1794. In addition, 
glass was often imported from Ireland and Holland and, to a certain extent, from 
France, Italy, and Russia. 

Advertisements of American-made glass appeared infrequently in Baltimore 
and Philadelphia newspapers . This reflects the small number of glasshouses in 
operation in America during this period and also the difficulties of transporting 
their products to other markets. 

An idea of the relations which existed between European and American 
g lass manufacturers may be judged from a study of public auction sales. Glass 
was frequently sold by auction, but it is often difficult to identify the consignees. 
Parcels of glass were sold by private individuals; a few seem to have come from 
merchants who wished to close out lots of unsold glassware. There were also 
several notices of auctions which were sponsored by European and American 
manufacturers. Those sponsored by European houses are especially interesting. 

Auction sales were convenient markets for dumping goods at sacrifice prices. 
It is known that many European manufacturers and merchants flooded certain 
markets, apparently with the intention of crippling their American counterparts. 
If this was their purpose, they seem to have been successful. It has been estimated 
that one-half of the glasshouses established in the Unted States before the W ar 
of 1812 had failed prior to 1820 ('). 

In this light, it is interesting to note that auctions of glassware, sponsored 
by European manufacturers, seldom identified even the country of origin of the 
g lass; they seem never to have identified the manufacturer. It is obvious, in these 
instances, that advertising was not important to the manufacturer. 

On the other hand , auctions sponsored by American g lasshouses almost 
always identified the source of the cons ignments. This indicates an interest in 

(1) George S. and H elen M cKEAR I N, American Glass (New York : Crown publishers, 
Inc. , 194 1) , p. 133 . 
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establishing the quality of the factory's products in public and '1 ' 
d . mercantl e CIrcle A typical a vertlsement was : s. 

Spring Sale by Auction BY ORDER OF THE NEW EN 
GLASS COMPANY. On TUESDAY the 25 th inst t 10 G~tND 
the subscribers' auction rooms, head of Gay Str~et do~ka 150 0 c k, at 
consisting of DECANTERS, TUMBLERS SALTS & '& ppackages 

'f ' d h . ', , c, c urchasers are notl le t at no other publIc sale will be m d . B 1 . 
h C · a e In a tlmore by 

t e ompany until October next, and the present will be mad . 
reserve (8). e WIthout 

The last statement does indicate that the New Engla d Gl C 
prepared to accept a loss on their stock and it seems onb · asts

h 
°hmpany was 

" 1 'd dd ' VIOUS at t e sale was pnman y consl ere as a vertising. 

Unlike their foreign competition American gl h I f 
d h 1 f · ' ass ouses a so requently 

entruste t e sa e 0 thelf wares to special agents f h ' d d 
ff ' . d " or ranc Ise ealers In this 

way, e IClent a verhslng campaigns could be wag d d I . 
b " d b e, an c oser contact could 
e mamtall1e etween between customer mercha t d f 

service~ to customers, such as quick atte~tion to ~;d:~ manu afcfturer. Special 
franchlsed dealers . ' were 0 ered through 

Personalized sets of glasswa 'th d . . . 
ordered from eith A . re, WI engrave Il1lhals or cres ts, could be 
figure 1 is an exa~ I mencan or Europea? dealers . The dish illustrated in 
families from E p e of the type of servICe sometimes ordered by American 

uropean sources By tradition this p' f I 
containing drinking glasses d : h d l ' lece, part 0 a arge service 
It is not known if the , IS es, an p at~s, was Imported from London. 
Neither the glass nor thSe

et c~~~ ac~uallfY m
h 

ad he. Ihn London, or just bought there. 
Il1g IS 0 t e Ig est qualtty (9). 

Engraved monograms could f b 
itinerant workmen' A . , 0 course, e added to European g lass by 
cutters, were frequ~~t1 mertlcda .. EngAravers, usually advertising their skills as seal 

y no e In mencan CIties. 

. The quantity of glass . d d . 
Judged from mercha t ' Importe an for sale In American shops may be 
cient quantity and d: s accounts .. Unfortunately, they have not survived in suffi
to be of much use in not,. Il1dlVldually, cover sufficiently long periods of time 
data about the wares. establlshll1g overall patterns of trade. They do yield specific 

--(8) Amel';can and C . '. . 
(0) The' ammelClet! D ady Ad,/er/lSel' (Baltimore) , Apri l 21 1820 p. 3. 

oWner A . SCrIpt monogram « APP ) d ' , 
of M ' nn PIerce Parker wl ' >: engrave on one roundel, stands for the orig inal 
fath ~ccl esfie l d , Isle of W' ~~ ~as marned In 1799. She was the daughter of Jos iah Parker 
ini/r S will , da ted 1810 . Ig oun?, VIrgInia. T he set of g lassware is mentioned in her 

la S of her name on th' « ... an e egant set of cut g lass imported from London with the 
em. » 
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One account, the inventory of the estate of Frederick Hammer, owner oi 
the «German Goods Store» in Baltimore, listed the glassware in his shop and 
warehouse. In the store, he displayed only one dozen gilt and cult tumblers, One 
dozen wine glasses, and two pairs of quart and pint decanters. The warehouse, 
on the other hand, contained more than 85,000 tumblers in sizes ranging from 
one-half gill to one-half gallon, 12,000 decanters in one-half pint, pint, and 
quart capacities, and 10,000 wine glasses. The warehouse contained a total of 
more than 140,000 pieces of glass, all apparently from Germany (,0) . 

It should be emphasized that this represented the stock of only one dealer 
in Baltimore. During the period 1780 to 1820, over two hundred Baltimore 
merchants advertised glass for sale. It is obvious that the quantity of imported 
glass in just this one city was enormous. 

The range of forms available was, likewise, great. From merchants ' accounts, 
it is also apparent that there was a wide range of quality, if we may judge by 
relative prices. Unfortunately, the objects mentioned in the accounts are seldom 
identifiable, today. A detailed catalogue of all the forms and variations listed 
in contemporary accounts will not be attempted here. Instead, it will perhaps be 
useful to note the more frequently listed objects . 

Bottles and window glass were the items most commonly listed in merchan ts' 
accounts and advertisements. They were the staples of the glass trade and of most 
manufacturers in the United States. Bottles were available in capacities ranging 
from one-half pint (<< pocket» bottles or flasks) to one gallon; they were described 
as «white» (colorless), «black» or «green ». Pattern-molding, common on 
surving flasks , was rarely mentioned in contemporary accounts. 

Glassware meant for table use was available in matching services consisting 
of drinking glasses of various forms and sizes, decanters, bowls, plates, and so 
forth. Sets with matching decoration were frequently packaged and sold in boxed 
lots, in sizes obviously suited for household consumption. 

Drinking glasses were mentioned with regularity, and included tumblers 
of one-half gill to gallon size, both with and without covers ; wine glasses, usually 
without reference to the type of wine for which the glass was intended, although 
claret, port and white wine glasses were occasionally mentioned; liqueur or cordial 
glasses ; beer glasses ; and so forth. The forms of many of the stemmed glasses 
seem to have varied little from each other, despite differences in terminology; 
capacity seems to have been the primary factor. The terms plain, molded, engraved, 
and cut were used to describe nearly all forms listed . Wine glasses with facet
cut stems, nearly identical to that shown in figure 2, have been excavated from 
habitation sites in Virginia and New Jersey. Their date context is usually 1 !90 

to 1810. Similar glasses have survived in considerable number in the U nIted 

(1'0) Inventory of the Estate of Frederick Hammer (Merchant, 173 Baltimore Street), 
1818; Maryland Historical Society, manuscript number 423.2. 
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Fig. 1 

Fig. 2 

Fig. 3 
Fig. 4 
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( 
States, probably indicative of the great number which must have been imported 
in the early nineteenth century. 

Decanters were also available in a wide range of styles, sizes, and decorations. 
They are listed in capacities of one gill to one gallon. The one-half pint and pint 
sizes appear to have been the most popular. «Plain» decanters were the least 
expensive; engraved or cut decanters were available at higher prices. The type 
illustrated in figure 3, with facet-cut neck and engraved swags, is known to have 
been used in America. Non-lead fragments from nearly identical decanters have 
been excavated from American sites. Molded decanters were also listed and were 
less expensive than the least costly cut glass ones. This gives credence to the theory 
that many molded wares were meant to be inexpensive substitutes for cut wares. 

Cut glass serving pieces were mentioned and were usually of considerable 
value. They generally included plates, low bowls, with or without covers (fig. 4) , 
urns, pitchers, butter tubs, sugar bowls, wine coolers, finger bowls, and so forth . 

Bottle cases or cellarets were also common. They usually contained several 
bottles of different shapes and sizes, along with wine glasses, funnels, tumblers, 
and plates. They were advertised with plain bottles; but some elaborate ones with 
cut and gilt bottles, fitted into mahogany cases, were mentioned. The cellaret 
illustrated in figure 5 would seem to fit the latter description. It has a long 
history of ownership in Salem, Massachusetts, and, according to tradition, was 
brought from Calcutta, India, in 1800. The detached label of an Amsterdam 
merchant of Dutch and English glass, found inside the case, identifies its European 
origin. To date, no documents have been found to link any of these elaborate 
bottle cases to an American manufacturer. Germany and Holland were the sources 
most frequently mentioned. 

Glass lighting devices, including candlesticks, candelabra, hanging lamps, 
and chandeliers, were also available in a wide range of forms. The chandelier 
illustrated in figure 6 is one of the more elaborate ones shown in the Gardiner's 
Island Glass Catalogues. More elaborate ones are enumerated in the associated 
price lists, but are missing from the catalogue. Although available, chandeliers 
as elaborate as this were probably rarely imported into the United States during 
this period. 

If the evidence available for Baltimore and Philadelphia is typical for other 
cities in America during this period, European glasswares exerted a nearly constant 
economic pressure on American glass manufactories. Considerable quantities of 
European-produced wares became available on the American market almost imme
diately after the Revolutionary War. With some variations in quantity, Europea.n 
wares were available through 1820. These wares exerted not only economIC 
pressures, but also aesthetic pressures. The imported wares were doubtless the 
style-setters, and were rapidly copied by American manufacturers. We may judge 
that the appeal of imported wares was strong, from the remark made by Henry 
Bradshaw Fearon in 1818, following a visit to Pittsburg, Pennsylvania : 
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Fig. 5 

Fig. 6 

At Messrs. Page and Bakewell's glass warehouse I saw chandeliers and 
numerous articles in cut glass of a very splendid description- among the 
latt~r wa.s a pai~ of de~anters ; :ut from a London pattern, ~he price of 
which Will be eight gUIneas. It IS well to bear in mind that the demand 
!or these articles of elegant luxury lies in the Western States! The 
Inhabitants of Eastern America still being importers from the «Old 
Country» ell). 

The survival of s f th' d th d . . ome 0 ese Importe wares to the present day possessing as 

l ~y 0, hlstones of ownership as impeccable as those made in 'America, c~m-
P lCates the stud f th d f Y 0 e pro ucts 0 our glass industry. 

-(IJ) H 
Orme and B enry Bradshaw FEARON, Sketches of A merica (London' Longman, Hurst, Rees, 

rown, 1818), p. 204. . 
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